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The microwave spectrum of phosphenous fluoride, OPF, has been measured using a pulsed-jet cavity Fourier
transform microwave spectrometer. With the exception of a mass spectroscopic detection of the molecule,
chemically prepared for use in a matrix IR study, this is the first observation of free gas-phase OPF. The
samples were prepared from mixtures of PF3 and O2 in Ne carrier gas, using an electric discharge. Rotational
transitions of two isotopomers (16O31P19F and18O31P19F) have been measured in the 4-26 GHz frequency
range. The determined rotational constants have been used to calculater0, rz, and approximatere molecular
geometries. In contrast to the nitrogen analogue, ONF, OPF has been found to show no irregularities in its
geometry. Small hyperfine splittings due to the spin-1/231P and19F nuclei have been analyzed in terms of
nuclear spin-rotation interactions. Because the determined coupling constants were of similar magnitudes
and could not be unambiguously assigned, the related nuclear shielding parameters have been derived using
both possible assignments. The spin-rotation coupling constants are compared with those calculated using
ab initio techniques, and the19F nuclear shieldings are compared with those derived for the nitrogen analogue
ONF.

Phosphenous fluoride, OPF, is a transient molecule that is
the P analogue of nitrosyl fluoride, ONF. While the spectra of
the nitrosyl halides ONX (X) F, Cl, Br) have been studied
extensively by both microwave and infrared techniques,1-13

studies on the phosphenous halides have rarely been reported.
Indeed, the entire family of phosphenous halides14-17 and the
analogous arsenic-, antimony-, and sulfur-containing com-
pounds, OAsCl,18,19OSbCl,18,19and SPX (X) F, Cl, Br),20-22

have all been studied by only one group, using cryogenic matrix
isolation infrared spectroscopy and ab initio calculations. A
review of this work has been published.23

Characteristically, the nitrosyl halides are seen to have
unusually long X-N bonds with a significant amount of ionic
character. In addition, the electronegative halogen nuclei
evidently withdraw electron density from the highest occupied
molecular orbital, an antibonding orbital, of the NdO moiety,
thus giving the nitrosyl halides shorter NdO bonds than that
found in free NO. A similar situation applies for NSF (isoelec-
tronic with OPF), which has an unusually long SF bond.24,25In
contrast, the ab initio geometry and harmonic force field, as
well as an estimated geometry, given for OPF in the earlier
work14,23show little indication of such features; the PO and PF
bond lengths are apparently similar to those of, for example,
free PO and PF3, respectively.

In the present work, pure rotational spectra of two iso-
topomers of OPF have been measured. The samples were
prepared using electric discharges in PF3/O2 mixtures, and the
transitions were observed using a pulsed jet cavity Fourier
transform microwave (FTMW) spectrometer. This study rep-
resents the first observation of a spectrum of a free gas-phase
phosphenous halide and the first direct experimental determi-

nation of its geometry. The rotational constants have been used
to calculate r0, rz, and approximatere geometries. These
parameters are compared with those obtained using ab initio
techniques and with those of related species.

Some of the measured transitions were also observed to be
split by nuclear hyperfine interactions. However, because both
19F and 31P have the same nuclear spin and the determined
coupling constants were of similar magnitudes, the constants
could not be assigned unambiguously to their respective nuclei.
In an attempt to clarify this assignment ambiguity, the experi-
mental spin-rotation coupling constants have been compared
with those obtained using ab initio techniques. The absolute
nuclear shielding parameters of both the31P and19F nuclei have
been calculated from the determined spin-rotation coupling
constants using both possible assignments. Those derived for
the fluorine nucleus have been compared to those of the second-
row analogue, ONF.

Experimental Details

The experiments were carried out in the 4-26 GHz frequency
range using a Balle-Flygare-type26 pulsed jet cavity spectrom-
eter incorporating automated frequency scanning. This instru-
ment has been described earlier.27 In it, an inert carrier gas
containing a small fraction of sample molecules, or their
precursors, is injected into a microwave Fabry-Perot cavity
cell as a pulsed supersonic expansion through a General Valve
series 9 nozzle. Because the nozzle is located near the centre
of one of the cavity mirrors and the jet travels parallel to the
cavity axis, all observed lines are split into two Doppler
components.

OPF was prepared by passing electric discharges through gas
samples consisting of 0.5% PF3 and 0.5% O2 in roughly 5 bar
Ne. The discharge apparatus, which is located at the front of
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the nozzle, has been described earlier.28 The nozzle itself is
mounted into one of the mirrors that form the microwave cavity
cell. Because this mirror also acts as one of the vacuum chamber
end flanges in the instrument used for these measurements, the
discharge design has been slightly modified in order that the
nozzle could be mounted outside the vacuum; the high voltage
wires now have o-ring seals. The electrode design was also
slightly modified from the previously used concentric discs. In
order to avoid a strong capacitance between the electrodes, here
small brass rectangles that overlapped only within the immediate
area of the discharge were used at voltages of about 2-4 kV.
To measure transitions of the18O isotopomer, a 50%18O-
enriched O2 sample, obtained from Cambridge Isotope Labo-
ratories, was used.

Line frequencies were determined by fitting to the time
domain signals,29 and their uncertainties were estimated from
the range of values resulting from each of several different
measurements of each transition. In the particular case of the
30,3-21,2 transition of16OPF, one of the hyperfine components
has been given an uncertainty 4 times larger than that of the
others. The position determined for this particular component
showed a significantly larger variation between different
measurements than did any of the other components (presumably
because of its proximity to the much stronger transition), and
its position was, therefore, considerably more uncertain.

Spectral Search and Analysis

The ab initio calculated geometry of ref 14 was first used to
predict the rotational constants of the molecule and, from them,
the frequencies of the rotational transitions. OPF is a planar
asymmetric molecule with dipole moment components along
both the a and b principal inertial axes; thus, its spectrum
exhibits botha-type andb-type transitions. However, because
of the large rotational constants and the low rotational temper-
ature of the jet, there were few transitions available in the
frequency range of the spectrometer. Initially, somea-type
transitions were sought using the automated scanning capability;
the scans were done using 256 signal averaging cycles and
frequency increments of roughly 0.4 MHz. The initial scans
were done in the region of the strongJKa,Kc ) 10,1-00,0 transition.
The regions 16 900-17 300 MHz and 16 800-16 900 MHz
were scanned, and a transition was located at roughly 16 871.9
MHz; this transition showed hyperfine structure consistent with
that of a molecule containing two spin-1/2 nuclei and was
dependent upon the use of the discharge. It was assigned as the
sought afterJKa,Kc ) 10,1-00,0 transition of OPF. A weaker
transition was subsequently found at 5115.4 MHz after scanning
the regions 5200-5400 MHz and 5100-5200 MHz; this
transition was also seen to be discharge dependent and was
assigned as being the Q-branchJKa,Kc ) 21,1-21,2 transition.
These two transitions were used to obtain initial values for the
B andC rotational constants of the molecule.

To predict theb-type transitions, an estimate of theA
rotational constant was required. This was obtained by first using
the force constants and geometry of ref 14 to estimate the inertial
defect. This and theB and C rotational constants determined
above were then used to calculateA. From this calculated value,
b-type transitions were predicted, and the strongest of these,
30,3-21,2, was sought, again using the automated scanning. It
was located within 60 MHz of the prediction. This transition
was split into four hyperfine components, as was consistent with
the proposed assignment.

All three rotational constants of the normal isotopomer could
then be independently determined from the three observed

transitions, and new transitions could be predicted with a
reasonable degree of accuracy. Two morea-type Q-branch
transitions of the normal isotopomer were thus easily found. A
secondb-type transition, 32,2-41,3, predicted at 24 504.3 MHz,
was also located, at roughly 24 503.98 MHz; however, it was
very weak and had a correspondingly high uncertainty in its
measured line position. This transition, therefore, was not
included in the spectral fit; however, it did confirm the
assignment of the firstb-type transition.

Rotational transitions for18OPF were located using a similar
procedure. Preliminary rotational constants for this isotopomer
were obtained by scaling those calculated from the ab initio
geometry by the ratio between the measured and predicted
constants of the main isotopomer; assignments of the measured
transitions were confirmed by the similarity of the hyperfine
structures to the analogous transitions of the16O isotopomer.

The rotational transitions of OPF showed some hyperfine
structure due to nuclear spin-spin and nuclear spin-rotation
interactions. Initially, in order to predict the expected hyperfine
patterns, the nuclear spin-spin effects were completely ne-
glected and the spin-rotation coupling constants were taken to
be the scaled spin-rotation coupling constants of ONF. While
these values were not expected to reproduce the observed
hyperfine patterns (as had been seen before in many cases, the
spin-rotation coupling constant of analogous molecules are
often vastly different from one another28,30,31), they were thought
to be useful, if only to give an idea of the relative strengths and
the number of hyperfine components to expect in each transition.
Using these predictions, the 10,1-00,0 and 30,3-21,2 transitions
were expected to be split into one strong component plus two
and three, respectively, similar intensity components, and all
Q-branch transitions were expected to be split into two. While
the predicted intensity pattern in the 10,1-00,0 transition was in
agreement with the observed spectrum, that of the 30,3-21,2

transition was in distinct contrast with the measured spectrum,
and for the Q-branch transitions only single lines were seen
(the Q-branch transitions did, however, show a slight increase
in line width with increasingJ, thus indicating the presence of
a small, nonresolvable hyperfine splitting). The 10,1-00,0 transi-
tion of 16OPF is shown in Figure 1, and the 31,2-31,3 and 41,3-
41,4 transitions of16OPF are compared in Figure 2, where it
can be seen that the linewidth shows a slight increase for the
higherJ transition.

The measured transitions were fit in several stages using
Pickett’s full-diagonalization fitting program SPFIT.32 In the

Figure 1. TheJKa,Kc ) 10,1-00,0 transition of16OPF, showing resolved
hyperfine structure; the components are labelled according to the
quantum numbersI, F. This spectrum was obtained using 128 signal
averaging cycles and 4096 data points.
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preliminary fits, the centrifugal distortion constants, with the
exception ofδJ, were held fixed to the values obtained from
the harmonic force field calculated using the data of ref 14; for
the final spectroscopic fit, the centrifugal distortion constants
were recalculated from the force field using ther0 geometry
determined here. TheδJ’s of both16OPF and18OPF were fit as
free parameters.

At first, weighted center frequencies of the rotational transi-
tions were fit to the rotational and centrifugal distortion constants
of the molecule. Then, hyperfine effects were considered. To
this end, anr0 molecular geometry was calculated using the
rotational constants determined in the first fit and the nuclear
spin-spin coupling constants were calculated using these
geometrical parameters. These constants were included in all
subsequent fits as fixed terms. The linear combinations of spin-
rotation coupling constants to be used as fitting parameters were
decided upon as follows.

The hyperfine splittings depend upon the rotational state-
dependent spin-rotation constants,CJ,τ, given by

whereg sums over thea, b, andc principal inertial axes and
Cgg is the spin-rotation coupling constant along theg axis.
Expressions for theCJ,τ’s of all energy levels involved in the
transitions measured here have been derived, and the dependence
of each observed transition on the spin-rotation coupling
constants is presented in Table 1. Here it is seen that the
hyperfine splittings of the Q-branch transitions depend only upon
the quantityCbb-Ccc, the 10,1-00,0 transition depends only on
Cbb + Ccc, and the 30,3-21,2 transition depends on all three spin-

rotation coupling constants. Thus, the combinations of spin-
rotation coupling constants best used as fitting parameters are
1/4(Cbb-Ccc), 1/2(Cbb + Ccc), andCaa - 1/2(Cbb + Ccc).

In Table 1, it is seen that the splittings of the Q-branch
transitions depend upon onlyCbb - Ccc and that the splittings
should increase with increasingJ; in this case, only a slight
line broadening was observed, thus indicating that the quantity
Cbb - Ccc is very small. Thus, this fitting parameter was held
fixed at a value of zero for both the fluorine and phosphorus
nuclei. Starting values for the remaining spin-rotation fitting
parameters were also needed. These were not taken to be the
scaled spin-rotation coupling constants of ONF because these
were not able to reproduce the observed intensity pattern in the
hyperfine structure of the 30,3-21,2 transition. Instead, starting
values for the remaining spin-rotation fitting parameters were
taken from ab initio calculations;33 these values were seen to
reflect the experiment in that the1/4(Cbb - Ccc) parameters were
both seen to be very close to zero (roughly 1.8 kHz and-0.2
kHz for the F and P nuclei, respectively), and the intensity
patterns predicted using the ab initio constants were in agreement
with the observations. The individual hyperfine components of
the split transitions were assigned according to this prediction,
and a fit was made where the spin-rotation coupling constants
were freed (within the constraint that, for both nuclei,Cbb )
Ccc) and the spin-spin coupling constants were held fixed.
Because the assignments of the similar intensity components
were not unambiguous, other fits were also done where the
assignments of the weaker components were systematically
rotated through all possible combinations. The first assignment
resulted in a fit with a root mean square (rms) standard deviation
that was at least 1 order of magnitude smaller than that resulting
from each of these other fits and was taken to be correct.

A complete listing of all measured transitions is given in
Table 2, along with their assignments and the differences,∆,
between the measured and calculated line positions. The
spectroscopic constants resulting from the final fit are given in
Table 3, along with the fixed values used for the centrifugal
distortion and nuclear spin-spin coupling constants. The
rotational constants are precisely determined for both iso-
topomers. The centrifugal distortion constantsδJ are also well
determined and agree well with the values estimated from the
harmonic force field, which are also given in the table. The
spin-rotation coupling constants are not particularly well

Figure 2. The JKa,Kc ) 31,2-31,3 and 41,3-41,4 transitions of16OPF,
showing an increase in linewidth with increasingJ: (upper trace) 31,2-
31,3 transition recorded using 512 signal averaging cycles; (lower trace)
41,3-41,4 transition recorded using 1024 signal averaging cycles. Both
traces consist of 4096 data points in the decay signal, corresponding
to ∼200 µs.

TABLE 1: Spin -Rotation Coupling Constant Dependence
of the Observed Rotational Transitions of OPF

21,1-21,2 3.0Cbb-3.0Ccc

31,2-31,3 6.0Cbb-6.0Ccc

41,3-41,4 10.0Cbb-10.0Ccc

10,1-00,0 1.0Cbb + 1.0Ccc

30,3-21,2 4.6Cbb + 2.4Ccc-1.0Caa

CJ,τ ) ∑
g

Cgg〈Jg
2〉 (1)

TABLE 2: Observed Transition Frequencies,ν, and
Differences between Observed and Calculated Frequencies,
∆, of OPF

16OPF 18OPFJ′Ka ,Kc
-

J′′Ka,Kc
I′ F′ I′′ F′′ ν/MHz ∆/kHz ν/MHz ∆/kHz

21,1-21,2 1 3 1 3 5115.3930(20)-0.3 4769.4710(20) -0.1
0 2 0 2
1 2 1 2
1 1 1 1

31,2-31,3 1 4 1 4 10228.8764(20) 0.2 9537.2852(20) 0.1
0 3 0 3
1 3 1 3
1 2 1 2

10,1-00,0 1 1 1 1 16871.8598(10) 0.0 16013.2621(10) 0.0
0 1 0 0 16871.8816(10) 0.0 16013.2829(10) 0.0
1 2 1 1 16871.9000(10) 0.0 16013.3006(10) 0.0

41,3-41,4 1 5 1 5 17039.0464(20)-0.1 15587.6318(20) 0.0
0 4 0 4
1 4 1 4
1 3 1 3

30,3-21,2 1 4 1 3 19397.2502(20)-0.2 17665.7416(20) 0.0
0 3 0 2 19397.2650(80) 3.1 17665.7520(20) 0.0
1 3 1 2 19397.2751(20) 0.2 17665.7647(20) 0.0
1 2 1 1 19397.2877(20)-0.2 17665.7766(20) 0.0
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determined, and their accuracy is also somewhat questionable
because of the very small size of the data set used in their
determination. Moreover, these constants could not be uniquely
assigned to a particular nucleus because both nuclei have the
same spin and coupling constants of a similar magnitude. In
Table 3, both possible assignments have been included; these
are labelled as “scheme I” and “scheme II”.

Discussion

1. Molecular Geometry. In this work, the ground-state
rotational constants of two isotopomers of OPF have been
determined; these have been used to calculate anr0 geometry
for the molecule using the program RU111J.34 Because OPF is
a planar molecule, it has only two independent rotational
constants; thus, the information from two isotopomers is
sufficient to perform fits using many different combinations of
data. This allows for an estimate of the uncertainty associated
with the geometrical parameters; because the rotational constants
have been determined to a high degree of precision, the
uncertainties obtained from any one individual fit of these
constants (or of the moments of inertia or planar moments of
inertia derived from these constants) to the geometrical param-
eters are unrealistically small. By taking the average of several
determinations and the standard deviation uncertainties thereof,
r0 geometrical parameters and reasonable estimates of the
uncertainties can be obtained. Here, four different fits were
done: a fit to all moments of inertia, a fit of only theIb andIc

moments of inertia (chosen because their uncertainties were less
than that associated withIa), a fit of all planar moments of
inertia, and a fit of only thePa andPb planar moments of inertia
(chosen because of the planarity constraint). In all fits, the data
were weighted according to the inverse squares of their
uncertainties. Because the experimentally determined uncertain-
ties in the rotational constants are almost identical for both
isotopomers studied, no adjustments of the weights were
necessary;35 the experimental uncertainties aptly represent the
quality of the data.

An rz geometry has also been calculated for16O31P19F. For
this purpose, a harmonic force field was required. This was taken

to be that of ref 14 because it reproduced the inertial defects
and δJ values well (see Table 3) and because the new data
obtained in this study were insufficient to make significant
improvements. The ground-state average rotational constants
(Bz) were obtained by subtracting the harmonic contributions
to the R’s from the measured rotational constants. Therz

geometry was evaluated by least-squares fitting to theBz

constants; the data were weighted according to the inverse
squares of their uncertainties (taken to be the same as those for
the ground-state constants). The isotopic variations in the bond
lengths were accounted for using36-38

where the zero-point mean square amplitudes,〈u2〉, of the bonds
and their perpendicular amplitudes,K, were obtained from the
force field; the Morse parameters,a, were obtained from
tabulated values.39 The uncertainties given are those arising from
the least squares fit.

An approximate equilibrium geometry was also calculated
using36-38

and therz geometry. Here, the bond angle was assumed to be
the same as that for therz geometry. The uncertainties in this
geometry are hard to estimate, but are likely similar to those
obtained for the averagedr0 geometry.

The determinedr0, rz, andre geometries are presented in Table
4 where they are compared with the ab initio geometrical
parameters obtained in this study, using the program Gaussian
9440 and with the ab initio parameters calculated in ref 14. Here,
it is seen that the experimental geometries are in agreement with
one another and that they compare well with the geometrical
parameters calculated using theoretical means, with the best
estimate being that of the CPF geometry of ref 14. The overall
“estimate” of the geometry in ref 14 (p 7910), from the CPF

TABLE 3: Spectroscopic Constants of Phosphenous
Fluoridec

16OPF 18OPF

A/MHz 41886.65594(254) 40474.01757(237)
B/MHz 9288.59927(44) 8801.63625(44)
C/MHz 7583.31626(44) 7211.67738(44)
∆(000)/uÅ2 0.1696143(72) 0.1726115(79)

(0.1666)a (0.1696)a

∆J/kHz 8.52033a 7.69522a

∆JK/kHz -86.7088a -83.5791a

∆K/kHz 1083.77a 1026.03a

δJ/kHz 2.4513(93) 2.2026(93)
(2.42054)a (2.17446)a

δK/kHz 23.2609a 20.5652a

Saa(F-P)/kHz -7.35 -7.35
S-(F-P)/kHz -4.30 -4.30

scheme I scheme II scheme I scheme II

Caa(P)/kHz 103.(44) 110.(41) 99.(66) 103.(63)
Cbb(P)/kHz 16.5(39)b 19.1(31)b 16.3(61)b 17.8(53)b

Ccc(P)/kHz 16.5(39)b 19.1(31)b 16.3(61)b 17.8(53)b

Caa(F)/kHz 110.(41) 103.(44) 103.(63) 99.(66)
Cbb(F)/kHz 19.1(31)b 16.5(39)b 17.8(53)b 16.3(61)b

Ccc(F)/kHz 19.1(31)b 16.5(39)b 17.8(53)b 16.3(61)b

a Harmonic force field values, obtained using the force constants of
ref 14. b Cbb andCcc were constrained to be equal in the fit.c Uncer-
tainties (1σ) are given in parentheses.

TABLE 4: Geometrical Parameters of OPF

type fit to r(PdO)/Å r(P-F)/Å ∠(OPF)/deg

r0 Ia, Ib, Ic 1.452 725(1)a 1.576 210(1)a 110.391 243(8)a

r0 Ib, Ic 1.456 157(1)a 1.578 531(1)a 110.005 260(13)a

r0 Pa, Pb, Pc 1.452 725(1)a 1.576 210(1)a 110.391 243(8)a

r0 Pa, Pb 1.454 408(1)a 1.578 406(1)a 110.224 908(9)a

r0 averaged 1.454 0(16)a 1.577 3(13)a 110.25(18)a

rz Az, Bz, Cz 1.456 43(22)b 1.577 66(22)b 110.2515(26)b

re approx geometry 1.453 4c 1.573 3c 110.25c

ab Initio Results
Gaussian 94

SCF(6-31G*) 1.4369 1.5727 109.301
SCF(D95V*) 1.4479 1.5953 108.390
SCF(D95V+(3df,2p)) 1.4254 1.5495 109.410

previous work14

SCF 1.426 1.549 109.9
CI(SD) 1.440 1.559 109.7
CPF 1.456 1.576 110.0

a For the r0 values from individual fits (top four entries), the
uncertainties are 1σ standard deviations obtained from the specific fits.
For the averagedr0 geometry, the uncertainties are 1σ, standard
deviations obtained via averaging the individual determinations.b rz

geometry for16O31P19F. The uncertainties are the 1σ values from the
least- squares fit.c Though the uncertainties of there parameters are
unknown, they are probably similar to those of the averagedr0

parameters.

δr ) - 3
2
aδ〈u2〉 - δK (2)

re ) rz - 3
2
a〈u2〉 + K (3)
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geometries of OPF and NSF, the experimental geometry of NSF,
and “the authors’ general experience”, also agree well with our
results. In general, the differences between the experimental and
calculated geometries are very small.

A comparison of the geometrical parameters of OPF, ONF,
and related molecules is given in Table 5. It is seen that in ONF
the N-F bond is very long in comparison to that of NF3 and
that the NdO bond is somewhat shorter than that of the free
NO species. Similar trends are also found for ONCl,5 but they
are not reflected by OPF. It is seen in Table 5 that the PdO
and P-F bond lengths determined for OPF are very similar to
those of the PF3 and PO species. Interestingly, the ONH and
ONF3 species show bond length trends that are similar to those
of the OPH and OPF3 species, indicating that it is ONF, and
not OPF, that is somewhat unusual. The experimentally
determined OPF geometrical parameters support the conclusion
drawn by Ahlrichs et al.14 that OPF does not share many
similarities with the nitrosyl halides and that its structural
parameters are better compared with those of the isoelectronic
species SiF2, SO2, and NSF.

A structural comparison between OPF and the related
molecules SiF2, SO2, and NSF is also presented in Table 5. The
bond angle of OPF is seen to be intermediate between those of
SiF2 and SO2, as might be expected from a consideration of
the relative positions of the Si, P, and S nuclei in the periodic
table. NSF, however, has a somewhat shorter NdS bond than
does free NS and an S-F bond length of a similar magnitude
to that of the axial S-F bond of SF4, which is, in itself, an
atypically long bond.25 Apparently, NSF has a bonding situation
that is intermediate between that of phosphenous fluoride and
nitrosyl fluoride.

2. Nuclear Spin-Rotation Coupling Constants.The spin-
rotation coupling constants determined for OPF are given in
Table 3. Because the determined constants were of a very similar
magnitude for both of these spin-1/2 nuclei, it was impossible
to assign a particular set of values to a particular nucleus based
on the experimental evidence; accordingly, in the table, both
possible assignments are included.

The spin-rotation coupling constants of OPF had been
calculated using the program Dalton41 in the hope that perhaps
the ab initio predicted coupling constants could be used to allow
for a positive assignment of the observed hyperfine structure.
It was also hoped that, once this hyperfine structure had been
assigned and analyzed, the ab initio calculations could provide
a basis used to assign the measured spin-rotation coupling

constants to their respective nuclei. The calculations have been
performed at the experimentally determinedr0 geometry using
a singles and doubles multireference restricted active space
multiconfiguration self-consistent field (RAS-MCSCF) wave-
function under various different basis sets. The inactive space
consisted of all core and inner valence orbitals, and the active
space consisted of the remaining strongly occupied orbitals plus
their correlating orbitals. Only a single correlating orbital was
included for each strongly occupied orbital held within the active
space; a consideration of the MP2 natural orbital occupation
numbers indicated that this choice of active space should
sufficiently account for dynamical correlation effects.42,43This
active space was further divided into two parts: the fully active
RAS2 space (electron excitations both into and out of these
orbitals are allowed) contained the strongly occupied orbitals
plus two rather strongly occupied (multireference) correlating
orbitals and the limited activity RAS3 space (only electron
excitations into these orbitals are allowed) contained the
remaining correlating orbitals. Details on the calculations can
be found in ref 33.

In Table 6, the experimental and ab initio spin-rotation
coupling constants are compared. Both assignments of the
measured values are seen to be in relatively good agreement
with the calculations, especially when the large uncertainties
associated with these constants are taken into account; this
comparison cannot be used to help clarify the assignment
ambiguity. A comparison of the relative magnitudes of the spin-
rotation coupling constants is also not really informative;
whereas in the ab initio calculation, theCaa constant for the
phosphorus nucleus is larger and the1/2(Cbb + Ccc) parameter
is smaller than the corresponding quantities for the fluorine
nucleus, the measured values pair the largerCaa with the larger
1/2(Cbb + Ccc). In order to make a strong argument in favor of
one or the other of the two possible spin-rotation coupling
constant assignments, more experimental work is clearly needed.
With the measurement of more transitions showing hyperfine
structure (many of which lie in the 25-40 GHz frequency range;
outside of the operating frequency range of the spectrometer
used for this work), not only could the spin-rotation coupling
constants be determined with a greater accuracy and precision
but it might also be possible to separate the contributions from
theb andc components. On the basis of the ab initio results, it
is possible that the relative magnitudes ofCbb andCcc could be
used to distinguish between the two nuclei.

3. Absolute Nuclear Shielding Parameters.The spin-
rotation constants of a nucleus A can be written as the sum of
a nuclear and an electronic term44-48

where the two terms are given by

HereµN is the nuclear magneton,gA is theg factor of nucleus
A, e andm are the proton charge and electron mass,c is the
speed of light,rnA is the distance between nucleusn, of atomic

TABLE 5: Comparison of the Geometrical Parameters of
OPF with Those of Related Species

ref r(P/NdO)/Å r(P/N-F/H)/Å ∠/deg

OPF r0 1.4540(16) 1.5773(13) 110.25(18)
OPH 53 r0 1.480(5) 1.456(3) 103.5(25)
OPF3 54 re 1.436(6) 1.524(3)
PF3 55 re 1.563(2)
PO 56 re 1.431
ONF 4 re 1.13146(44) 1.51666(46) 109.919(14)
ONH 57 r0 1.212(1) 1.063(2) 108.6(2)
ONF3 58 ra 1.158(4) 1.431(3)
NF3 59 re 1.3648(20)
NO 60 re 1.151

ref r(O/NdS)/Å r(S/Si-F)/Å ∠/deg

SiF2 61 re 1.5901(1) 100.77(2)
SO2 62 re 1.43076(13) 119.33(1)
NSF 24 rs 1.448(2) 1.643(2) 116.91(8)
SF4 eq 63 re 1.545(3)

ax 1.646(3)
SN 64 re 1.4938(2)

Cgg
A ) Cgg

A (nuc)+ Cgg
A (el) (4)

Cgg
A (nuc))

-2eµNgABgg

pc
∑
n*A

Zn

rnA
2 - (rnA)gg

2

rnA
3

(5)

Cgg
A (el) )

2eµNgABgg

pcm
∑

k

〈0|∑iLi,gA|k〉〈k|∑iLi,gA/r iA
3|0〉 + cc

Ek - E0

(6)
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numberZn, and nucleus A,Li,gA is theg component of the orbital
angular momentum of electron i about nucleus A,r iA is the
distance between electron i and nucleus A, and|0〉 and|k〉 are
the ground- and excited-state electronic wave functions, at
energiesE0 and Ek, respectively. Thus, the nuclear term,
Cgg

A (nuc), is seen to depend only on the geometry of the
molecule, whereas in order to calculate the electronic term,
Cgg

A (el), one requires knowledge of the ground- and excited-
state wave functions and their energies.

The electronic contributions to the spin-rotation coupling
constants are related to the paramagnetic parts of the nuclear
shielding parameters by

and the diamagnetic shieldings can be approximately expressed
in terms of the nuclear contributions to the spin-rotation
coupling constants as44

whereσfree
A (d) is the free atom diamagnetic susceptibility, and

〈F2/3〉n is the average squared electronic distance from nucleus
n; these are obtained from tabulated values in refs 49 and 50,
respectively. The components of the total shielding are given
by

The nuclear and electronic contributions to the spin-rotation
coupling constants of OPF were derived using eqs 4-6, the
averagedr0 geometrical parameters given in Table 4, and the
measured coupling constants given in Table 3; because the
measured spin-rotation constants could not be unambiguously
assigned to their respective nuclei, these calculations have been
done using both possible assignments. The nuclear shielding
parameters of OPF were then derived from these using eqs 7-9.
The results are compiled in Table 7, where the labels “scheme
I” and “scheme II” are consistent with those used in Table 3.
In Table 7, it can be seen that the individual paramagnetic
shielding terms are fairly well determined, with the largest
uncertainties being roughly half the magnitude of the associated
values, and the diamagnetic terms, being calculated values that
depend on only ground-state parameters, are, relatively speaking,
very accurately “determined”, with deemed uncertainties being
well below 1% of the associated values. Because the overall
nuclear shielding terms (σgg and σav) are obtained by adding
these two contributions (both large numbers of opposite sign),
they are completely indeterminate with uncertainties of at least

TABLE 6: Comparison of the Experimental and ab Initio Fluorine and Phosphorus Spin-Rotation Constants (kHz) of OPF

P F

Caa Cbb Ccc Caa Cbb Ccc

ab Initio
16OPF

6-31G* 94.0 12.9 13.5 84.6 17.9 11.3
aug-cc-pVDZ 95.5 12.8 13.3 83.6 17.9 10.9
aug-cc-pVTZ 100.6 13.8 14.5 84.9 18.1 12.1

18OPF
6-31G* 90.7 12.2 12.2 81.7 17.0 10.7
aug-cc-pVDZ 92.3 12.2 12.7 80.7 17.0 10.4
aug-cc-pVTZ 97.2 13.1 13.8 80.1 17.2 11.5

Experiment
16OPF

scheme I 103.(44) 16.5(39)a 16.5(39)a 110.(41) 19.1(31)a 19.1(31)a

scheme II 110.(41) 19.1(31)a 19.1(31)a 103.(44) 16.5(39)a 16.5(39)a
18OPF

scheme I 99.(66) 16.3(61)a 16.3(61)a 103.(63) 17.8(53)a 17.8(53)a

scheme II 103.(63) 17.8(53)a 17.8(53)a 99.(66) 16.3(61)a 16.3(61)a

a Cbb andCcc were constrained to be equal in the fits.

TABLE 7: Derived a 19F and 31P Nuclear Shielding Parameters (ppm) of OPF
16OPF 18OPF

scheme I scheme II scheme I scheme II

P F P F P F P F

σaa(d) 1021(5)b 518(5)b 1021(5)b 518(5)b 1021(5)b 518(5)b 1021(5)b 518(5)b

σbb(d) 1067(5)b 613(5)b 1067(5)b 613(5)b 1067(5)b 613(5)b 1067(5)b 613(5)b

σcc(d) 1111(5)b 640(5)b 1111(5)b 640(5)b 1111(5)b 640(5)b 1111(5)b 640(5)b

σav(d) 1066(3)b 590(3)b 1066(3)b 590(3)b 1066(3)b 590(3)b 1066(3)b 590(3)b

σaa(p) -1049(426) -492(171) -1117(397) -463(183) -1044(662) -477(272) -1084(631) -460(284)
σbb(p) -827(170) -505(58) -940(135) -456(73) -857(281) -499(105) -926(244) -469(121)
σcc(p) -1040(209) -618(71) -1180(166) -560(90) -1075(343) -610(128) -1159(298) -574(148)
σav(p) -972(168) -539(65) -1079(150) -493(72) -992(266) -529(106) -1057(247) -501(114)
σaa -28(426) 27(171) -96(397) 56(184) -23(662) 41(272) -63(631) 58(285)
σbb 241(170) 108(59) 127(136) 157(74) 210(281) 114(105) 141(244) 144(121)
σcc 70(209) 20(72) -69(166) 80(90) 36(343) 29(128) -49(298) 65(148)
σav 94(168) 52(65) -13(150) 98(72) 74(266) 61(106) 10(247) 89(114)

a Cbb andCcc were constrained to be equal in the fit.b Estimated uncertainty.

σgg
A (p) )

-epCgg
A (el)

4mcµNgABgg

(7)

σgg
A (d) ) σfree

A (d) - ep

4mcµNgABgg

Cgg
A (nuc)+

e2

2mc2∑
3(rnA)gg

2 - rnA
2

rnA
5 〈F2

3〉
n

(8)

σgg
A ) σgg

A (d) + σgg
A (p) (9)
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approximately half the magnitude of the associated value and,
at most, about 15 times the magnitude of the determined value.

Because the initial predicted values for the spin-rotation
coupling constants of OPF, which were obtained by scaling
those of ONF by the appropriate factors, were seen to produce
a predicted intensity pattern that did not match that of the
observed spectrum, it must be assumed that the spin-rotation
coupling constants, and thus the corresponding nuclear shielding
parameters, of these two fluorine nuclei are somewhat different.
Therefore, to see where the differences arise, it is of interest to
compare the absolute nuclear shielding terms derived for the
fluorine nuclei of these two related molecules. The fluorine
nuclear shielding parameters of ONF have been calculated using
the spin-rotation coupling constants of ref 1 and the geometry
of ref 2. These are compared to the derived fluorine nuclear
shielding parameters of OPF in Table 8. Despite the differences
in geometry, the diamagnetic shielding components are seen to
be quite similar for both species; the majority of the difference
in the nuclear shielding terms apparently comes from the
differences in the paramagnetic shieldings. Such a result has

been seen previously28 when comparing the nuclear shielding
parameters derived for the second- and third-row analogues SF2

and OF2.
The paramagnetic shielding terms usually have large negative

values that counteract the large positive diamagnetic terms,
resulting in moderate overall absolute shieldings.51 In the case
of SF2, it was seen that thea and b principal inertial axis
components of the paramagnetic shielding terms were quite
small and, for that along thea axis, even positive.28 For OPF,
although the paramagnetic shielding terms are quite usual in
that they have large negative values along each of the principal
inertial axes, these values are each smaller than those of the
corresponding term for ONF. In particular, theb axis fluorine
paramagnetic shielding component of OPF is only about half
the magnitude of that for ONF. This difference in paramagnetic
shielding terms gives rise to a more positive fluorine shielding
in OPF.

Although the paramagnetic shielding parameters of OPF and
ONF can each be calculated using ab initio techniques,33,52such
a comparison does not give any insight into the possible origin
of the observed nuclear shielding differences. In the SF2/OF2

case, the difference in the nuclear shielding terms has been
qualitatively explained in terms of the paramagnetic part of the
shieldings using a simple equation30 that allows one to estimate
approximate values for the paramagnetic shielding terms. The
equation to calculate the principal inertiala axis component of
the paramagnetic shielding is given by28

Corresponding expressions for the other components are
obtained by cyclic permutations of thea, b, andc axes. In eq
10, (r-3)pA is the mean distance between the valence shell
p-orbital electron and nucleus A;bj, cj andbk, ck are the LCAO
coefficients of the valence shell pb and pc orbitals on a given
atom for the molecular orbitals|j〉 and|k〉, respectively; X sums
over all atoms in the molecule. Accordingly, if the atomic orbital
contributions to the molecular orbitals and the energy differences
between these molecular orbitals can be obtained, values for
σgg

A (p) can be estimated. Furthermore, this equation shows that
the paramagnetic shielding terms are approximately proportional
to a molecular orbital coefficient contribution and approximately
inversely proportional to an electron excitation energy contribu-
tion. For the SF2/OF2 comparison, the main difference in the
paramagnetic shielding terms was seen to arise because of a
large difference in the electronic energy level structures. In both
the SF2 and OF2 cases, the paramagnetic shielding terms along
each principal inertial axis had only a single positive contribu-
tion. For thea andb components, the energies of these electron
excitations for SF2 were each less than half the magnitude of
those for the corresponding OF2 excitations, thus yielding very
large, positivea andb contributions in the SF2 case and much
smaller positivea andb contributions in the OF2 case. Although
the energy gap corresponding to the positive contribution along
the c axis for SF2 was also smaller than that for OF2, these
energy differences were of a more similar magnitude than those
giving rise to the positivea andb axis contributions. As a result,
the differences between thec axis paramagnetic shielding
components of these two related species were not as large as
those between thea andb components.

TABLE 8: Comparison of the Fluorine Nuclear Shielding
Parameters (ppm) of OPF and ONF

16OPF 18OPF
ONFscheme I scheme II scheme I scheme II

σaa(d) 518(5)a 518(5)a 518(5)a 518(5)a 492(5)a

σbb(d) 613(5)a 613(5)a 613(5)a 613(5)a 572(5)a

σcc(d) 640(5)a 640(5)a 640(5)a 640(5)a 582(5)a

σav(d) 590(3)a 590(3)a 590(3)a 590(3)a 549(3)a

σaa(p) -492(171) -463(183) -477(272) -460(284) -639(5)
σbb(p) -505(58) -456(73) -499(105) -469(121) -1145(7)
σcc(p) -618(71) -560(90) -610(128) -574(148) -840(8)
σav(p) -539(65) -493(72) -529(106) -501(114) -875(4)
σaa 27(171) 56(184) 41(272) 58(285)-146(7)
σbb 108(59) 157(74) 114(105) 144(121)-574(9)
σcc 20(72) 80(90) 29(128) 65(148) -258(10)
σav 52(65) 98(72) 61(106) 89(114) -326(5)

a Estimated uncertainty.

TABLE 9: Nonzero Calculated Fluorine Paramagnetic
Shielding Proportionalities, σp(ppm)∆E(Eh), for OPFa and
ONFb

OPF ONF

σaa(p) 13A′ f 4A′′ -65 10A′ f 3A′′ -62
12A′ f 4A′′ -3 9A′ f 3A′′ -11
11A′ f 4A′′ 4 8A′ f 3A′′ 14
10A′ f 4A′′ 8 7A′ f 3A′′ 1
3A′′ f 14A′ -20 2A′′ f 11A′ -28
2A′′ f 14A′ -179 1A′′ f 11A′ -203
3A′′ f 15A′ 15 2A′′ f 12A′ -17
2A′′ f 15A′ -20 1A′′ f 12A′ 11

σbb(p) 13A′ f 4A′′ 0 10A′ f 3A′′ -5
12A′ f 4A′′ -59 9A′ f 3A′′ -60
11A′ f 4A′′ -20 8A′ f 3A′′ 23
10A′ f 4A′′ 21 7A′ f 3A′′ -17
3A′′ f 14A′ 36 2A′′ f 11A′ -53
2A′′ f 14A′ -173 1A′′ f 11A′ -194
3A′′ f 15A′ -73 2A′′ f 12A′ -31
2A′′ f 15A′ 13 1A′′ f 12A′ 24

σcc(p) 13A′ f 14A′ 26 10A′ f 11A′ 24
12A′ f 14A′ 47 9A′ f 11A′ -118
11A′ f 14A′ 0 8A′ f 11A′ -311
10A′ f 14A′ -369 7A′ f 11A′ -19
13A′ f 15A′ 15 10A′ f 12A′ 8
12A′ f 15A′ -34 9A′ f 12A′ 4
11A′ f 15A′ -55 8A′ f 12A′ 2
10A′ f 15A′ -2 7A′ f 12A′ -33

a OPF: HOMO 13A′, LUMO 4A′′. b ONF: HOMO 10A′, LUMO
3A′′.

σaa
A (p) )

-8â2〈r-3〉pA∑
j
∑

k

(bj
Ack

A - cj
Abk

A)∑
x

(bj
Xck

X - cj
Xbk

X)

∆Ejfk

(10)
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Because the electronic structures of ONF and OPF are
apparently rather different, it was a question of whether in this
case the differences in the paramagnetic shielding terms were
mainly due to large differences in the electronic energy level
structures, or merely to large differences in the way in which
the molecular orbitals are formed from the atomic orbitals. To
this end, simple approximate atomic orbital contributions to the
molecular orbitals have been obtained for OPF and ONF using
the program Gaussian 9440(MP2/STO-3G), and factors propor-
tional to the individual paramagnetic shielding contributions
(σgg

A (p)∆Ejfk) were calculated using eq 10. These factors are
given as “paramagnetic shielding proportionalities” in Table 9;
here, all contributions from completely filled electron shells were
found to be negligible and have not been included. In this table,
it can be seen that the paramagnetic shielding proportionalities
for analogous electronic excitations are quite similar for both
molecules, thus suggesting that the paramagnetic shielding
difference between OPF and ONF is likely largely due to
differences in the energy level structures of the two molecules.
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